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Imaging and image processing have been used in variety of applications, such as medi-
cal, astronomy, forensic, and industry. Numerous techniques have been proposed to solve
specific problems faced in particular applications which are comprised of a series of pro-
cesses such as, image enhancement, filtering, segmentation, representation, and recognition.
However, there is no a universal algorithm which can be applied to variant image modalities
with corresponding applications.
With the aim of learning image processing tasks, as supervised learning techniques, we
can develop effective algorithms which are image and task oriented. Learning image pro-
cessing comprises two main phases, namely: training and testing phases. During training
phase, the algorithm has the capability of discovering and adjusting an optimum transfor-
mation function or optimal mathematical morphology chain by utilizing a user-prepared
ground-truth (gold) sample. Later on, in testing phase, the obtained transform function
of morphological chain is applied to untrained test images.
The current thesis has three main parts as follows. In the first part, genetic program-
ming (GP) is employed to obtain an optimum transformation function. The GP utilizes
one user-prepared gold sample to learn from. The magnificent feature of this method is
that it does not require a prior knowledge or large training set to learn from. The per-
formance of the proposed approach has been examined on 147 X-ray lung images. The
results for image thresholding (i.e., Otsu’s method) after applying optimal transformation
are promising.
In the second part, an optimum mathematical morphology (MM) chain is obtained by
applying GP to localize the object of interest in a binary image. Morphology operations
use 27 regular structuring elements along with commonly used morphological operations
(i.e., erosion, dilation, opening, and closing) to build an optimal MM chain. The obtained
chains are tested against challenging test cases, such as, object translation, scaling, and
rotation.
In the third part, a hybrid genetic programming - differential evolutionary (GP-DE)
algorithm is proposed to optimize not only the morphology chain but also the utilized
structuring elements. GP as an outer layer optimizer is responsible to optimize the mor-
phology chain while the differential evolutionary (DE) as an inner layer optimizer optimizes
the structure elements. Similarly in the testing phase, the obtained morphology chain is
applied on test images. In term of utilized test images, the two test cases have been em-
ployed : synthesis and music note images. The results indicate that the proposed method
is able to locate the object of interest. For the music note images, the proposed approach
is able to extract the head notes, staffs, and vertical lines correctly. The training phase is
iii
time consuming, but it is acceptable; because one time training is required to obtain an
optimal chain for a specific image processing task.
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2 Chapter 1. Introduction
1.1 Motivation
Since human antiquity, image and pictorial information have been a part of human
life. The first humans have used images to communicate. Literacy was pictured during
the ancient civilizations. Nowadays with the presence of computer, intelligence from an
image has become part of the fabric human existence. Generally speaking, image processing
techniques can be divided in two main categories. In the first category, the output of image
processing techniques is an image which is evaluated or used by a user. The de-blurring
an image or noise filtering are examples form this category which human is the user of
the processed image. In the second category, the output image of an image processing
algorithm is fed to another algorithm to process. For example, the output of an image
enhancement algorithm can be input for an image segmentation method. This thesis
addresses two problems of both classifications. The proposed method on the first part of
this thesis creates a transformation function which is suitable for image thresholding, while
the output of proposed algorithm in the second and third parts of this thesis is an image
that can be utilized by human or another image processing algorithm to process image
further.
Machine learning methods are classified in two major categories: supervised and un-
supervised learning. In the supervised learning, the desired outputs are provided. The
algorithm learns from the provided inputs and their corresponding outputs; and the train-
ing happens to generate the outputs for the untrained new inputs. On the contrary, in
unsupervised methods the desired outputs are not provided. According to this classified,
in our three proposed approaches in this thesis, they are categorized in the supervised
learning group, since the gold sample is provided by an expert user, [13, 33, 34].
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The followings are motivations to propose three methods in this thesis:
1. Learning from one user-prepared sample.
2. Building optimum image processing transformation function for thresholding task to
extract region of interest (ROI).
3. Optimizing mathematical morphology chain and corresponding structuring elements
simultaneously, for object localization task.
4. Obtaining optimal pre- and post processing procedures for a image processing chain.
1.2 Objectives and scope
The objectives of the thesis can be summarized as follows:
1. Using evolutionary algorithms to obtain an optimum transformation function by
utilizing one gold sample to enhance an input image which is the appropriate input
to the other level of image processing task. The primary mathematical functions are
utilized to create the mentioned transformation function.
2. The second objective is very similar to the first one, but, this time the mathematical
morphology operations with predefined structuring elements are utilized to build an
optimal MM chain (i.e., sequence of operations) to localize variant objects. Again
just one gold sample is utilized to learn from.
For accomplishing these goals, the scope of this thesis is defined around the following
main areas:
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1. Genetic programming to find the optimal transformation function and also the opti-
mal morphological chain.
2. Differential evaluation algorithm to find optimal structuring elements for correspond-
ing morphological operations in the optimal chain.
3. Image processing which is limited to image thresholding and mathematical morphology-
based image processing.
1.3 Outline of the Thesis
This thesis is organized in six chapters. Chapter 2 presents a background review on im-
age processing techniques, namely, image enhancement, thresholding, mathematical mor-
phology, and object localization. It also discusses the genetic programming and differential
evaluation algorithm which both are utilized in this thesis.
In Chapter 3, the proposed building optimal transformation function is explained. The
proposed algorithm obtains an optimum transformation function which generates a suitable
input to image thresholding task. The proposed method is tested on 147 X-ray lung images
in order to detect the left and right lung tissues. The obtained result are promising.
In the Chapter 4, the optimizing of the object localization chain is proposed. The
algorithm utilizes the genetic programming (GP) and mathematical morphology (MM)
operations to build a proper image processing chain. MM operations with regular struc-
turing element (SE) are utilized. The algorithm is tested in synthesis images for variant
objects localizations.
In the Chapter 5, a hybrid GP-DE algorithm is proposed to localize target object
1.3 Outline of the Thesis 5
in an image. The proposed method optimizes not only the morphology chain but also
the corresponding structuring elements; unlike the last proposed method which uses well-
defined regular SE.s. The proposed method has been tested with two kind of images:
synthesis and music note images. The results indicate that third method is more flexible
and robust than the second proposed method.





2.1 Image Processing 7
The purpose of this chapter is to review image processing and machine learning algo-
rithms which are utilized in this thesis. In Section 2.1, some image processing algorithms
are explained briefly and followed by covering the genetic programming and differential
evaluation algorithms, as machine learning algorithms in the Section 2.2.
2.1 Image Processing
According to Gonzalez [11], there is no general agreement clearly defined as an edge
between image processing and other areas such as image analysis or computer vision.
However, Gonzalez believes that a differentiation can be achieved by characterizing input
and output of image processing tasks [11]. He has suggested that the chain of image
processing can be classified in the three levels as follows: low-, medium, and high- levels. As
Figure 2.1 indicates, a low-level image processing is considered as preliminary techniques.
Image enhancement and image filtering have been considered in this level. The mid-
level includes image segmentation, object representation, and object description. Image
segmentation deals with dividing an image into similar regions. Object representation and
description methods extract all the shape information of the original object, for computer
processing. Finally, object recognition is a high-level processing.
As discussed above, the output in each level, which is an input to the next level, can
affect the output of the next level. Therefore, the question is that how are we able to get
the appropriate result in a level that would lead us at the next level to a better result? In
order to answer this question, we should also consider that the output of image processing
algorithms depends on the quality of the input image. In fact image processing algorithms










Figure 2.1: Continuum of Image processing task
are image-dependent and they are not universal approaches. It seems, by utilizing machine
learning algorithms, we are able to overcome this difficulty.
The following subsections discuss image processing techniques which are employed in
this thesis. Subsection 2.1.1 reviews the image enhancement techniques. Followed by sub-
section 2.1.2 which discusses image thresholding and specifically Otsu’s algorithm which is
a commonly thresholding method used briefly. Subsection 2.1.3 reviews the Mathematical
Morphology (MM) based image processing.
2.1.1 Image Enhancement and Filtering
Image enhancement is the process of manipulating image such that the output of this
task is more desirable than the original image for a specific application. There is no clear-
cut distinction between image enhancement and image filtering. However, Gonzales and
Woods have categorized intensity transformation and spatial filtering as image enhance-
ment; while they have considered frequency filtering, image restoration, and construction
as image filtering [11].
“Spatial filtering refers to the image itself, and image processing method in this category
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are based on direct manipulation of pixel. This is contrast to frequency domain which
involves first transforming an image into the domain frequency, doing the processing there,
and obtaining the inverse transform to bring back the result into the spatial filtering.”[11].
The spatial transformation function can be defined by the following expression [11]:
g (x, y) = T [f (x, y)] , (2.1)
where f (x, y) and g (x, y) are input and output images, respectively, and T is an operator
over a neighborhood of (x, y).
Intensity transformation can be divided into two main categories: point- and neighborhood-
based processing. In point processing methods, results rely only on the intensity at a pixel.
On the contrary, in the neighborhood processing, the result is depend on the procedure
that is applied on neighborhood of a pixel.
Table 2.1 presents some well-known primary pixel processing operations. In this table,
r, s represent intensity value in the input image and in the corresponding output image,
respectively. L is the maximum intensity level in input image; c is a constant value; E is
a constant value to control the slope of the function; γ is a constant value to adjust the
brightness; and m is a constant which alternates from dark values to light values. Figures
2.2, and 2.3 illustrate the results of applying some primary pixel-based transformation to
a sample X-ray Lung image. The first column of Figure 2.2, and 2.3 present the input
image, and the second column is the result of applying the transformation. As shown in
Sub-figure 2.2.b, the output of negative transformation is complement of an input image.
Gamma function transforms a narrow range of dark values in input image into a broader
range of output values and vice versa. For example, the Gamma function transforms
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input image into the brighter image where γ < 1 as shown in Sub-figure 2.3.b. On the
contrary, it transforms input image to a darker image where γ > 1 as shown in the Sub-
figure2.2.e. Contrast stretching expands the marginal range of intensity of input image to
a wider rang in output image, Sub-figure 2.3.e illustrates the result of this transformation
for E = 4. By applying Log transformation, darker pixels are increased while brighter
pixels are compacted in the output image as shown in Sub-figure 2.3.h.
Table 2.1: Some well-known transformation functions
Transformation Functions Equation
Negative s = L− 1
Log s = c log (1 + r)
Gamma s = crγ




Generally speaking, thresholding is a method to separate objects from background in
an image. The thresholding result is a binary image which composites two kind of pixels.
The pixels belonging to object(s) are called foreground pixels ; the complementary pixels,
which are not part of the object, is called background pixels [36].
The thresholding algorithms can be divided into six main categories in respect to the in-
formation they are utilizing. These classes are histogram shape based methods, clustering-
based methods, entropy-based methods, object attribute-based methods, the spatial meth-
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ods, and local methods [36].
(a) (b) (c)
(d) (e) (f)
Figure 2.2: Applying the transformation function in Table 2.1 and Otsu thresholding after
each transformation.
(a). Input image, (b). Result of applying negative function, (c). Result of applying Otsu
on image(b), (d). Input image, (e). Result of applying gamma function where γ = 10,
(f). Result of applying Otsu on image (e).




Figure 2.3: Applying the transformation function in Table 2.1 and Otsu thresholding after
each transformation. (Cont. )
(a). Input image, (b). Result of applying gamma function γ = 0.25, (c). Result of
applying Otsu on image(b), (d). Input image, (e). Result of applying contrast stretching,
(f). Result of applying Otsu on image (e), (g). Input image, (h). Result of applying Log
function (i). Result of applying Otsu on image (h).
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The Otsu algorithm [28], is one of the commonly used clustering methods. Gonzalez
explains the Otsu algorithm as follow [11] :
Algorithm 1 : Otsu Algorithm[11]
1: Obtain the normalized histogram of the input image. The elements of the histogram is defined
as pi, i = 0, 1, ..., L− 1.
2: Calculate the cumulative sums by p1 (k) =
∑k
i=0 Pi for k = 0, 1, 2, ..., L− 1.
3: Obtain the cumulative means, m(k) =
∑k
i=0 iPi for k = 0, 1, 2, ..., L− 1.
4: Calculate the global intensity mean, mG =
∑L−1
i=0 ipi.
5: Compute the class-between variance σ2B(k) =
[mGP1(k)−m(k)]2
P1(k)[1−P1(k)] .
6: Obtain the an optimum value for k∗ such that maximize σ2B(k)
7: Threshold image with the obtained global threshold (level) k∗ value.
The third column of the Figures 2.2 and 2.3 depict the result of applying Otsu on
transformed images. The objective in this example is accurate extracting of left and right
Lunges. Results indicate that various transformation functions generate different binary
outputs. Applying Otsu method on none of these enhanced images can extract lungs accu-
rately. Therefore, the question is that how are we able to find an optimal transformation
function such that the output of Otsu algorithm on transformed X-ray Lung image could
generate a better result. To solve this problem, we propose a method discussed in the
next chapter, which is able to find an (sub)optimal transformation function. The proposed
method is universal enough to be used even for other image processing tasks.
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2.1.3 Mathematical Morphology
“Mathematical Morphology is a tool to extract image component that are useful in the
representation and description of region shape.” [12]. Morphological operations, proposed
by Serra [35], can be applied to eliminate failures in the segmented image. Morphological
image processing states a range of image processing techniques which handles the visual
geometry in an image. The mathematical morphology (MM) operations use an image and
also structuring element which is essential part of these operations. Structuring element
(SE) is a “small sets or sub-images used to probe an image under study for properties of
interest.” [12]. A SE is a matrix that consists 0’s and 1’s and it can be categorized into
two types of SE.s : two dimensional (i.e., flat) and three dimensional (i.e., non-flat).
Regular and Irregular Structuring elements
Two dimensional binary SE can be also divided into two categories: regular SE which in-
cludes the primary shapes such as line, square, rectangle, diamond, disk, octagonal shapes.
The second category is irregular SE which does not follow regular shapes’ pattern. Both
categories of structuring elements can have variant sizes such as 3 × 3, 5 × 5, 7 × 7 etc.
Figure 2.4 presents some sample regular and irregular structuring elements.
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(a) Regular Structuring elements
(b) Irregular Structuring elements
Figure 2.4: Some sample regular and irregular structuring elements
Four fundamental mathematical morphology operation are dilation, erosion, open-
ing, and closing. The mathematical definition of each operation are given below.
Dilation: Dilation of an image A by structuring element B is defined as
A⊕B =
{
z| ˆ(B)z ∩ A 6= ∅
}
, (2.2)
where ˆ(B)z is reflecting structure element B about its origin and shifting by z =
(z1, z2); ∅ is an empty set. In other words, the dilation is the set of all translation, z,
such that B̂ and A coincide by at least one element. Figure 2.5 presents the output
of dilation operation using a diamond structuring element. This example indicates
that dilation grows objects and fills the holes.
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(a) Input Image (b)
SE
(c) The result of dilation
Figure 2.5: Effects of applying dilation operation on a sample binary image.
Erosion: Erosion of an image A by structuring element B is defined as
A	B = {z|(B)z ∩ A
c = ∅} , (2.3)
where Bz is the translation of set B by point z = (z1, z2) and A
c is complement of A
and ∅ is an empty set. In other words, the erosion is the set of all point z such that
translated structuring element (B)z is enclosed in A. Figure 2.6 presents the output
of erosion operation using a diamond structuring element. As Figure 2.6 indicates,
this operation, unlike dilation operation, shrinks or thins objects in a binary image.
Opening: Opening of an image A by structuring element B is defined as:
A ◦B = ((A	B)⊕B) , (2.4)
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(a) Input image (b)
SE
(c) The result of erosion
Figure 2.6: Effects of applying erosion operation on a sample binary image.
where 	 indicates erosion and ⊕ indicates dilation. Figure 2.7.c is the result of
applying this operation on a sample binary image. As Figure 2.7 highlights, detaches
of “isthmus” from “mainland”.
(a) Input image (b)
SE
(c) The result of opening
Figure 2.7: Effects of applying opening operation on a sample binary image.
Closing: Closing of an image A by structuring element B is defined as:
A •B = (A⊕B)	B, (2.5)
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where⊕ and	 indicate dilation and erosion respectively. Figure 2.8 shows the output
of closing operation on a binary image. As Figure 2.8 shows that closing operation
smooths the contour of objects.
(a) Input image (b)
SE
(c) The result of closing
Figure 2.8: Effects of applying closing operation on a sample binary image.
2.2 Evolutionary Algorithms
The following subsections discuses evolutionary algorithms which are used in this thesis.
Subsection 2.2.1 reviews the Genetic Programming algorithm; followed by subsection 2.2.2
which explains the core concept of the Differential Evolutionary algorithm.
2.2.1 Genetic Programming
Genetic Programming was proposed by John Koza [17] in 1990, which is a population
based algorithm to generate computer programs. By evolving a population of individuals,
GP generates fitter individuals for the next generation [37]. GP’s main steps are shown in
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Algorithm 2 [37].
Algorithm 2 : GP Algorithm
1: Randomly create an initial population of individuals (structures)
2: repeat
3: Evaluate each individual and find fitness value
4: Select two individuals as parents from the population by giving a higher chance to fitter
parents to be selected .
5: Create new individuals by applying the genetic operations (crossover, mutation, and
cloning)
6: until stopping criteria is met
7: return best-so-far individual
The following paragraph discusses the GP algorithm in detail.
1. Representation
GP uses syntax tree to define expressions. For example, Figure 2.9 shows the tree




), 3× (x+ 6)
}
. Each tree is constructed
from some set of subtrees which are called subordinates. In syntax tree, the variable
and constants are its leaves (x, 4, 6, π), which are called terminals , while the internal
nodes are functions ( such as min(), sin()).
2. Population initialization
To initialize a population in a GP, mainly there are three methods [38]: full, grow, and
ramped half-and-half methods. In the full method, the nodes are selected randomly
from function set until the maximum depth is reached; beyond that only terminals
are obtained. In the grow method, the nodes are chosen from both function and
terminals set until the maximum depth is met after that leaves are chosen from
the terminal set. Koza [17] also suggested ramped half-and-half method that half
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}
population is initialized by the full method and other half is initialized by the grow
method [31].
3. Selection
In evolutionary algorithms, biological operators are applied to individuals which have
better fitness values in the generation. The commonly used methods for the parent
selection are roulette wheel scheme [10], stochastic universal sampling (SUS) [9],
and tournament selection. In tournament selection, best individual among other
individuals are chosen, with respect to individuals’ fitness value.
4. Genetic operations
Genetic programming has three operations, namely, crossover, mutation, and repro-
duction; which can be applied, based on their probabilities to construct new trees.
Crossover
Many variant crossover operations have been proposed. Koza proposed traditional
tree-based GP crossover which crossover points are randomly selected in each indi-
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vidual. Then, offspring are created by switching the subtree rooted at the crossover
point in a copy of the first parent with subtree rooted at the crossover point in the
second parent as illustrated in Figure 2.10. Langdon and Poli [21] proposed homolo-
gous crossover which selects a common crossover point in the parent trees and then
exchanges the corresponding subtrees. Dhaeseleer [5] proposed context-preserving
crossover which the crossover points should have the same coordinates in parents’
tree. However the crossover points, unlike homologous crossover method, are not
restricted to the common regions. Langdon [20] proposed size-fair crossover which
first crossover point is chosen randomly from a parent. Then, the size of this first
subtree is obtained. Then, the second crossover point from second parent is chosen
such that the subtree of second parent is not exceed the size of first subtree. Finally,
these subtrees are swapped to create new offspring.
Mutation
Many variant mutation operations have been proposed. Koza [17] proposed Subtree
mutation; the randomly selected subtree from parent tree is replaced with another
randomly produced subtree. Kinnear [15] proposed another kind of subtree mutation
operation, similar to Koza’s method, but offspring can be at most 15 % deeper than its
parent. Langdon [19] proposed Size-fair subtree mutation, a new random subtree has
the same size of randomly selected subtree. Kinnear [16] proposed Hoist mutation;
according to this mutation, randomly chosen subtree from parent is taken as an
offspring. Angeline [3] proposed Shrink mutation; the randomly selected subtree
from parent tree is replaced with the terminals. Mckay et al. [26] proposed, Node
replacement mutation; by this method, a node is chosen as mutation point, then it





































Figure 2.10: An example of a tree-based crossover operation in a GP.






















Figure 2.11: An example of a node replacement mutation operation.
is replaced with a subtree which is randomly generated as illustrated in Figure 2.11.
Reproduction
Based on fitness of individuals in the the population, reproduction selects the best
individual and copy to the next generation. According to Poli, typically, a crossover
has the higher probability, while the mutation rate has a much smaller rate (that
is why it is called background operation); when the probabilities of crossover and
mutation are summed up to a value (p <1); then, the reproduction has the probability
of 1− p.
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2.2.2 Differential Evaluation
Differential Evaluation (DE) was introduced by Storn and Price [38] in 1995, which is an
effective but simple population-based evolutionary algorithm. Assume that the candidate
solution Xi,G is set of n−variable and is represented by a n−dimensional vector:
Xi,G, i = 1, 2, ..., n (2.6)
where G indicates generation number and Np is the population size. There are three
operators for the classical DE (indicated by DE/rand/1/bin); its mutation, crossover, and
selection operators are defined as follows.
Mutation
As the Figure 2.12 indicates, for each target vector Xi,G, a mutant vector (noisy vector),
Vi,G, is generated as follow
Vi,G = Xa,G + F (Xb,G −Xc,G), (2.7)
where Xa,G, Xb,G and Xc,G are three different vectors randomly chosen from current
population and thus,
i 6= a 6= b 6= c, (2.8)






Vi,G = Xa,G + F (Xb,G −Xc,G)
Figure 2.12: Vector visualization of mutation operation in the DE for F < 1.
The population size should be NP ≥ 4 and F ∈ ]0, 2] is a real constant value which
controls the diversification of solution vector.
Crossover
This operator shuffles the target vector with the mutated vector. The trail vector is deter-
mined by following equation:




Vji,G+1, if randj ≤ Cr or j = k
Xji,G, Otherwise
(2.10)
For j = 1, 2, .., n, randj ∈ (0, 1), Cr ∈ (0, 1), and k ∈ {1, 2, ..., n} is a random parameter
index which guarantees that Ui,G=1 gets at least one element from Vi,G+1.
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Selection
The following greedy selection is used to determine which vector Ui,G or Vi,G should be
a member of the next population in respect to their objective fitness, it is assumed the
problem is a minimization problem.
Vi,G+1 =





In the first part of this chapter, image enhancement methods, Otsu thresholding algo-
rithm, and mathematical morphology based image processing are briefly reviewed. In the
second part of the chapter, genetic programming and differential evolutionary are explained
In the next chapter, the proposed GP-based algorithm obtains an optimum transfor-
mation function which generates a suitable input image to the thresholding task. The
proposed method utilizes a gold image to obtain an optimum transformation function to
detect the region of interest (i.e., lungs) in X-ray images.
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Algorithm 3 : DE Algorithm
P0: Initial population, Np: Population size, V : Noise vector, U : Trial vector, D: Problem
dimension, NFC: Number of function calls, MAXNFC : Maximum number of function calls,
F : Mutation constant, rand(0, 1): Uniformly generated random number, Cr: Crossover
rate, f(.): Objective function, P ′: Population of the next generation
1: Randomly create an initial population P0
2: while (NFC ≤MAXNFC ) do
3: {
4: for (i = 0; i ≤ NP ; i+ +) do
5: from current population, select three individuals Pi1, Pi2 and Pi3 where i 6= i1 6= i2 6= i3;
6: Vi = Pi1 + F (PPi2 − Pi3) % Mutation Operation
7: for (j = 0; j ≤ D; j + +) do
8: { % Crossover operation
9: if rand(0, 1) ≤ Cr then
10: Ui,j = Vi,j
11: else





17: if (f(Ui) ≤ f(Pi)) then
18: Pi′ = Ui,j ;
19: else











This chapter introduces the first proposed method that generates an optimal transfor-
mation function for enhancing image for image thresholding. This chapter starts with a
brief survey on works which have used GP, then, in Section 3.1, the proposed algorithm is
explained. In the Section 3.2 suggested algorithm is tested on X-ray Lung images as a case
study. Finally this chapter conducts with verification tests which confirm the optimality
of the generated results by the proposed method.
Mahmood and Tariq proposed a method to restore image from its degradation version
and to detect object in a video stream [25]. Genetic programming (GP) is applied for this
purpose in which arithmetic operations are used as a function set and the feature vectors,
which are small neighborhood around each pixel and constant sets are used as a terminal
set. The performance of the algorithm has been compared with Richarson-Lucy (RL) and
Winner filter methods. The results indicate that the method is more accurate and robust
than RL and Winner filter.
Wang et al. [42] , [41] constructed morphological operations sequence to enhance in-
frared vein fingerprint image and to detect object in a binary image by means of linear
GP. The basic morphological and logical operations are in functions set and regular and
irregular structuring elements are used as terminals set. The algorithm has been com-
pared to Quintana’s algorithm with respect to the correlation between obtained image and
ground-truth image. The result highlights that the proposed algorithm has 12 % more
improvement compared to Quintana’s algorithm.
None of the previous works have done any preprocessing in image processing chain.
By utilizing the new proposed method, an optimum transformation function is obtained.
By applying this transformation function to the input image, the output image is an
appropriate input for the thresholding task to accurately detect ROI in the image .
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3.1 Proposed image enhancement algorithm
As we discussed in Subsection 2.2.1, the genetic programing has two phases: training
phase (i.e., finding the optimal transform function), and testing set (i.e., conducting ex-
periments on new test images). In the training phase, as Figure 3.1 indicates, an optimum
enhanced transform function is obtained by applying the GP on a X-ray of lung and corre-
sponding ground-truth (gold) image. Then, in testing phase, the transformation function
is applied to some untrained new samples to verify the robustness of the proposed method.
The following steps describe in detail how the genetic programming finds optimal trans-
formation function as shown in Figure 3.1.
1. Setting GP parameters
In the first step, the appropriate parameters are set, such as, terminals, non- termi-
nals, crossover and mutation rates, population size, maximum number of generations.
The value of parameters will be given in section 3.2.1 .
2. Generating the first Generation
In the next step, an initial population is randomly generated which contains indi-
viduals with a tree structure. Each tree is built by the set of terminals (input)
and functions as discussed in the Subsection 2.2.1. The first generation can use any
method for initialization. However, to support a better initialization, the ramped-
half-and-half is applied. By this way, each individual in the generation represents a
transformation function.
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value for each individual
DE
Figure 3.1: Finding optimal transformation function using Genetic Programming
SC: Stopping Condition
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3. Applying transformation function to the input image, thresholding the
result, and obtaining the fitness value
Enhanced image is obtained by applying the transformation function to the input
image. Then, the enhanced image is thresholded by the Otsu algorithm, discussed
in section 2.1.2. Then, the binary images are compared with the gold image and its
fitness value is calculated.
4. Applying GP Operations
Now individuals are selected based on their fitness values. Then, GP operations,
which are crossover, mutation, and reproduction, are applied on selected individuals.
After that, the fitness value of new individual are calculated.
5. Checking stopping condition
In the next step, GP fills the new generation based on generated individual candi-
dates. The steps continue until the stopping criteria is met.
3.2 Case study: Thresholding lungs in X-ray images
In this section, the proposed algorithm is applied to X-ray lung images, as mentioned
before, first, in training phase, the algorithm generates an optimum transformation func-
tion. Then, the obtained transformation function is applied to 147 thresholded images.
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3.2.1 Parameter settings
The parameters for the first proposed method are given in Table 3.1. The stopping
criteria is set to number of generation. The function set for GP has been set to basic
functions, such as, subtraction, addition, and division. The GP uses ramped half-and-half
method for initialization. Maximum size of tree in GP is set to 512 nodes, this means trees
whose number of nodes are bigger than 512 cannot be included in the next generation.
Table 3.1: Parameter settings for image enhancement
Number of generation 100
population size 10
Function set uminus,max,min, ∗,÷(protected division), ln, log, sin, cos, ex
Terminal set constant numbers, input image
Initial method Ramped Half-and-Half
Maximum size of tree 512 nodes
In order to evaluate the quality of individuals in the population, we need to define an
objective function to measure the similarity of each individual with the ground-truth (gold)












where |Ii,j ∩Gi,j| obtains the number of pixels that have the same values in gold image
G and thresholded image I; and |Ii,j ∩ Ri,j| calculates the number of pixels that have the
same values in the region-of-interest (ROI) of gold image, W is weight factor to emphasize
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the effect of correct detection of the ROI. The value of W is related to the size of the ROI
in image, if the region is big this value can be small and vice versa. In our experiment, the
W is set to 10. The number of matching pixels between the gold image and the thresholded
image should be maximized by the GP.
3.2.2 Training phase
Training for image enhancement has been accomplished by applying GP on the gray
scale input image and corresponding gold image, as shown in Figure 3.2
(a) (b)
Figure 3.2: Training set of image enhancement.
(a). Input image, (b). Ground-truth (gold) image.
Figure 3.5 demonstrates tree structure of the optimum transformation function (tree)
of the proposed method. The tree uses functions as internal nodes and input the gray-level
intensity of pixel x as leaves of tree. The input image is a gray scale image whose pixel
are in the range [0, 255]. The obtained tree has introns nodes which are those nodes in
the syntax tree with no contribution (a null node). In a tree structure, these introns are
inevitable. For example, the most right branch of tree represents ln (sin (−| − | log2 (x) ||)).
This branch has three introns node: two mines, −, operations and an absolute operation,
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|.|. Results of optimization and corresponding fitness plot are shown in Figures 3.3 and
3.4, respectively. As seen,the lung has been thresholded more accurate compared to the
situation which no transformation was performed before applying the Otsu thresholding.
(a) (b)
Figure 3.3: Training set result by applying learning image enhancement algorithm
(a). Threshold result of Otsu method after image enhancement by generated optimal
transformation function, (b). Thresholded of original image by Otsu without applying
transformation.
Figure 3.4: Fitness plot.























Figure 3.5: The obtained optimum tree X-ray image enhancement for image thresholding:
min
[







× ln (sin (−| − | log2 (x) ||))
Now, the optimal transformation function is available to be applied to untrained X-ray
lung images before applying the thresholding.
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3.2.3 Testing phase
The optimal transformation function is applied to 147 X-ray sample images and the
result are thresholded by Otsu method. The thresholding results for eight samples are
shown in the Figures 3.7. The first column presents the sample test image and second
column presents the corresponding ground-truth image. The third and forth columns are
the result of threshold of Otsu thresholding without and with optimal transformation,
respectively. As shown in the Figure 3.6, the performance of the suggested algorithm is
much better than stand alone Otsu method except in image number 5 that Otsu algorithm
outperforms our method.
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Figure 3.6: Similarity comparison with and without optimal transformation applied to
147 X-ray Lung image.
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Figure 3.7: Some sample results on X-ray lung Images.
First column, left-to-right: Original image, ground-truth image, Thresholding image by
Otsu without image transformation, thresholding by Otsu after optimal transformation.
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3.2.4 A verification test
We can experientially check the (sub)optimality of the found transformation function
(at least its local optimality), if one operation is changed, the output result should differ.
The optimum transformation function is as follow:
min










+ ln (sin (−| − | log2 (x) ||))
(3.2)
If the plus operation is replaced with mines operation in Equation 3.2, the following equa-
tion is resulted:
min










+ ln (sin (−| − | log2 (x) ||))
(3.3)
As seen in the Figure3.8, the results is degraded when we apply a minor change in the
obtained equation.
3.2.5 Result analysis
The numerical results for all 147 sample[1] images in the test set are presented in Tables
3.2 and Table 3.3. This fitness results obtained by evaluating the proposed fitness function
(i.e., similarity measure) between gold and corresponding output image. The results, in
overall, show 38% improvement in detecting lung by applying the transformation function
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 3.8: The result of a sample verification test.
(a) Input Image, (b). Thresholding result for applying equation 3.2 to input image, after
applying the Otsu method, (c). Thresholding result for applying equation 3.3 to input
image after applying the Otsu method.
compared to results of stand alone Otsu.
The main part of the proposed method is to find an optimum transformation function
that by applying this function to X-ray lung images, the lungs in thresholded image, are
extracted more accurately. A comprehensive test set with 147 images has been employed
to analyze the robustness and performance of the proposed approach. For 145 out of 147
images (i.e., 98% of images), the lungs are segmented better, compared to the results of
stand-alone Otsu method.
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Table 3.2: Numerical results for 147 X-ray Lung thresholding test samples, the better
result for each image is shown by a bold font.

















1 2374911 3330302 31 700969 3057259
2 2173703 2229261 32 3025628 3352001
3 2284831 2192611 33 1891056 3020295
4 716373 2921410 34 2752432 3024260
5 2521527 2375700 35 3410859 3630141
6 1659711 2907043 36 3501549 3484810
7 2213052 3345722 37 784838 2588831
8 606277 3829110 38 2561804 2604693
9 1921612 2955737 39 872348 2992524
10 853914 2387644 40 2958600 3678694
11 3383970 3256052 41 2438127 3204950
12 2840787 3082181 42 2050631 2075602
13 736511 2718048 43 725850 2823592
14 1674601 3008975 44 737435 2895365
15 725608 2782575 45 3324879 3691647
16 2774322 2668694 46 695929 3061050
17 2530064 2942691 47 2708168 3707901
18 4533653 4646480 48 1011518 2002278
19 683029 3234280 49 2936874 3411367
20 692401 3140001 50 723842 2835721
21 3021830 3295794 51 1788683 2965010
22 701186 3078568 52 718849 2901518
23 1086882 3297904 53 3335621 3708812
24 737304 2722582 54 1423790 2888603
25 1633653 2597899 55 748189 2703964
26 3046732 3398368 56 2372320 2620343
27 1652769 3530571 57 996369 2959294
28 3137440 3906165 58 3897367 4425234
29 2155654 2223463 59 2572814 2642486
30 1542782 2731856 60 1924994 2541067
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61 2843350 2580391 106 3033572 3204207
62 702471 3062720 107 4553444 4629012
63 3574948 4153756 108 1797252 2968894
64 2894637 3635650 109 2898915 3252525
65 2717702 2868975 110 682668 3214919
66 2347776 3941427 111 596998 4022738
67 2407871 2437478 112 2922387 3557068
68 682708 3225607 113 656204 3432445
69 947174 2680730 114 853135 2736310
70 642379 3490347 115 3326256 4027686
71 811863 2641480 116 1428748 2648716
72 2650728 2521947 117 1627404 2575252
73 2948798 3236713 118 3657339 4156270
74 3797328 3630703 119 866102 2237914
75 641269 3570345 120 3809420 3967339
76 675281 3237922 121 2742654 3155027
77 2569263 3161889 122 679647 3296005
78 2849945 3497394 123 1778945 2808070
79 1072429 3296717 124 1497535 3074720
80 707043 3036555 125 761702 3179304
81 2182707 3026038 126 3472603 4112342
82 2152655 3082758 127 751359 2607927
83 2168000 3771546 128 760719 2569423
84 799218 2950214 129 4356813 4792497
85 2215482 2491306 130 687518 3130382
86 2928841 3755663 131 1427324 2055559
87 2899387 3325063 132 2156150 2743186
88 2178190 3207676 133 2382212 3243583
89 3703912 4489701 134 1533747 2552556
90 694065 3094107 135 2684047 2970186
91 2264651 3095623 136 771971 2443992
92 3710648 3928264 137 824059 1928087
93 2724510 3938071 138 725656 2824942
94 2846822 3220290 139 650142 3487924
95 1119567 1972368 140 3620587 4080849
96 692520 3140979 141 681289 3219027
97 690058 3129073 142 694450 3171729
98 1940423 3456511 143 3473757 3783893
99 2019314 2476359 144 2102864 3093284
100 2947732 2699156 145 1993401 3159407
101 3353589 3615392 146 2846569 4276076











This chapter introduces the second proposed method that obtains an optimal math-
ematical morphology chain to locate the target object in an image. This chapter starts
impervious works with surveying related works, then in section 4.1 the proposed algorithm
is introduced. Followed by section 3.2, which conducts some tests on a synthesis image as
a case study.
By applying GP, we can generate an optimal mathematical morphology chain which is
able to locate the particular shape in the image and eliminate other shapes.
Loncaric et al. proposed a method which uses genetic algorithm to obtain an optimum
structuring element for shape description based on the morphological signature transforma-
tion (MST). Results indicate that morphological descriptor with the optimum structuring
elements is invariant to object rotation, object translation, and robust to noise [24].
Rahnamayan et al. proposed a method to localize an object in a binary image. The
proposed method has two sequential steps. First locating object by optimizing morpholog-
ical chain and corresponding structuring elements, and then in segmentation phase, noise
is removed by median filter, edges are detected by canny method, and finally a portion
of the target object and its edges are extracted successfully . The proposed method has
been applied to 80 test images, in 73 cases (i.e., 91.25%), localization was accurate. The
approach is highly invariant to translation and noise, but partially invariant for rotation,
overlapping, and scaling, because of the nature of the morphological operations [33].
In [30] the genetic programming has been applied to extract blood vessels in X-ray
coronarogram. The approach uses basic arithmetic operations as internal node and origi-
nal image and moving average images as external nodes of tree. Based on sensitivity and
specificity analysis, the results have been compared with the corresponding result of an ar-
tificial neural network (NN) . The comparison highlights that the accuracy of the proposed
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method is higher than NN’s accuracy.
Winkeler and Majunath [43] have applied the GP to detect the context of an object.
They utilized GP to detect faces in gray-scale images. Their results showed a minor 1.4%
improvement in the false negatives on untrained images.
Aoki and Nagao [4] proposed a method called Automatic Construction of Tree-structural
Image Transformations (ACTIT). They have applied GP to extract boundaries of cell im-
ages. In their method, image filters and input images have been set as non-terminals and
as leaves of tree, respectively.
Adorni and Mordonini have employed sub-machine-code genetic programming (SmcGp)
[2], which is a deviation of GP which utilizes intrinsic parallelism of sequential CPUs, to
detect numbers on license-plates which was tested on very low-resolution images.
Lin et al. [23] apply genetic programming (GP) on Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR)
images to detect an object. A special objective function based on minimum description
length principle (MDL), smart crossover, and smart mutation have been proposed to reduce
optimization time by avoiding bloat issue. In smart GP, each internal node’s fitness value
is calculated and stored in an archive. If that is positive, the subtree is categorized as
acceptable subtree. Otherwise, it is labeled as unacceptable subtree. During crossover, an
unacceptable trees is randomly chosen from all bad subtrees and it is swapped between
parents. The acceptable subtree is reused later during a smart mutation.
Aquintana applied the genetic programming on training set to finding an optimum
mathematical morphology expression [32]. In this approach, genetic programming uses
mathematical morphology operations as primary functions and pre-specified structuring
elements as terminals.
Krawiec et al. [18] developed a method for learning concepts from SAR images. They
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applied linear genetic programming to the extract geometrical features from a binary syn-
thetic image. Moreover, they utilized cooperative co-evolution to handle the complexity of
the problem.
By using linear genetic programming, Pedrino [29] deigned a GA-based architecture
which automatically constructs a complex filter expression that has capability of recogniz-
ing an object an image. He used logical, arithmetic, and morphological operation as its
primarily functions.
In order to detect cracks on surface images Ninishkawa proposed a method which in-
cludes two sequential steps [27]. First, for extracting major cracks, Genetic programming
(GP), which constructs an optimal chain of image filters, has been applied. Then, an
iterative image filtering has been employed to remove residual noise.
An automatic algorithm to segment Corpora Lutea (CL) was suggested by Dong and
Eramian [6]. They applied genetic programming and rotationally invariant local binary
patterns. Then, algorithm were tested on 30 images containing a CL.
Dos [7] proposed a method to categorize remote sensing images based on relevance
feedback received from user. This method applies a genetic programming based approach
and utilizes local attributes to learn from user preferences to combine region sameness
features. Then by applying a watershed-based segmentation algorithm, they compare
their method with other region-based classification approaches. Their method also is able
to search based on positive and negative (non-relevant) responses received from user. These
kind of approaches are called interactive optimization methods.
Tan et al. [40] used genetic programming and Bayesian classifier to generate feature
vector that classifies fingerprint image. In their method, they apply basic computation
operators as internal nodes . Based on their reported error rates, their method shows the
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has smallest error among other fingerprint classification algorithms.
Suzuki [39] has applied genetic programming on microscopic images to classify human
intestinal parasites on them. Based on their report, the result of segmentation algorithm
shows 98.22% of accuracy.
Poli [30] applied genetic programming on MRI head images and blood X-ray coronaro-
grams to find an optimal image filter to extract the ROI or to construct pixel-classification
based on segmentation algorithms. Same sample set has been tested with artificial neural
network’s results in order to show GP gives better result than the ANN. The results show
that ANN is not able correctly to detect false positive and false negative pixels on MRI
image. In the same way, ANN was not able to detect the thin blood vessels in X-ray
coronarograms.
4.1 Proposed Object Localization Algorithm Using
GP
As the second proposed method, an innovative algorithm is developed which employs
GP and MM operations to locate the object in an binary image. The following steps
describe the proposed method.
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Figure 4.1: Locating object Using GP and MM,
SC: Stopping condition
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1. GP parameters
In the first step, the appropriate parameters are set. Input image and 27 prespecified
structuring elements are used as terminals, and MM operations are used as non-
terminal functions. The values of parameters will be given in section 4.2.
2. Generating initial population
Since consistency and evaluation safety features [31] should be met, the tree structure
here, unlike the previous proposed algorithm, cannot use a conventional initialization
method as describes in the Subsection 2.2.1. In fact, the internal nodes (i.e., MM
operations) accept only two arity. Each internal node should have two nodes; the left
node of tree should be an image and the right one should be a structuring element.









Figure 4.2: A sample mathematical morphology syntax tree:
opening(closing(dilation(Image, SE2), SE3), SE1)
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3. Applying a chain of mathematical morphology operations to the image
and obtaining corresponding fitness value
Each morphology transformation expression is applied on input image and the fitness
value is calculated based on similarity between generated image and the gold image.
4. Applying GP operations to build the next generation
Individuals are selected based on their fitness values. Then, GP operations are ap-
plied on selected individual(s). After that, the fitness value of new individuals are
calculated. In the final level, GP fills the new generation by new individual candidate.
The steps continue until the stopping criteria is met.
4.2 Case study: Object localization in synthesis im-
ages
4.2.1 Parameter settings
The parameters are given in Table 4.1. The stopping criteria is set to maximum number
of generations. We have used the regular structuring elements as shown in Figure 4.3.
In order to evaluate quality of the parents in GP, we use an objective function to
measure the similarity of generated image by each individual with the ground-truth (gold)
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SE1 SE2 SE3
SE4 SE5 SE6 SE7 SE8 SE10SE9
SE11 SE12 SE13 SE14
SE15 SE16 SE17 SE18
SE19 SE20 SE21 SE22
SE23 SE24 SE25 SE26 SE27
Figure 4.3: Utilized 27 predefined structuring elements
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Table 4.1: Parameter settings for object localization using GP
Maximum number of generations 1500
population size 40
Function set erosion, dilation, opening, closing
Terminal set 27 structuring elements (Figure 4.3), input Image
Desired output gold image
Population initialization method grow method
Maximum tree’s depth 20
where M and N are the size of the image; the first term of the above equation calculates
the number of pixels which are correctly detected as background, while the second term
obtains the number of pixels which are correctly found as region of interest.
4.2.2 Training phase
Training for locating an object has been accomplished by applying GP on the binary
input and corresponding gold images, as shown in Figure 4.4. To locate each object in the
image, we need to run GP for the specific object. As result, the GP finds three optimum
mathematical morphology chains, which can be utilized to localize the same objects in
other untrained binary images. The optimum morphological chains generated by GP as
follow:
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(X,SE17), SE25), SE19), SE17), SE13)
, SE24), SE24), SE27), SE24), SE13), SE27)




(X,SE12), SE8), SE13), SE21), SE5)
, SE8), SE7), SE25), SE19), SE1)




(X,SE17), SE21), SE8), SE27), SE26)
, SE20), SE15), SE28), SE20), SE19)
, SE24), SE17), SE12), SE12), SE12), SE25)
(4.4)
Where in above equations, D,E,C,O indicate dilation, erosion, closing, and opening
morphological operations, respectively. The result images are shown in Figure 4.5. For all
cases, the target objects namely, triangle , rectangle, and circle are localized correctly.
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(a) (b) (c) (d)
Figure 4.4: Input and corresponding gold images for locating an object.
(a). Input image (b). Gold image for locating the triangle (c). Gold image for locating
the rectangle. (d). Gold image for locating the rectangle.
(a) (b) (c) (d)
Figure 4.5: Training results
(a). Input image, (b). Localizing triangle, (c). Localizing rectangle (d). Localizing circle.
Figure 4.6 illustrates the performance graph of proposed method over 1500 generations.
4.2.3 Testing phase
A test set, with 18 synthesis images, has been developed to examine robustness of
the proposed method. The obtained morphological chains are tested on untrained images
in this phase to extract objects which are trained for. The performance of the optimal
chains has been investigated on rotation, translation, and scaling of objects. The Table
4.2 illustrates results of testing on untrained images.
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Figure 4.6: Performance plots of of training phase for localization of.
(a). Triangle, (b). Rectangle, (c). Circle.
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Table 4.2: Results of testing against rotation, translation, and scaling.
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4.2.4 Verification test
In order to investigate sub-optimality of the obtained chains, we want to show that if
we change any of MM operations or structuring elements, the result does not remain the
same and gets worse. For example, if we replace the opening operation in the following
equation with closing operation, which is the chain for localizing a rotated triangle; it will
affect the result as illustrated in Figure 4.7.
D(D(D(D(D(D(D( O (E(E(E(E(C(C(E(O
(X,SE17), SE21), SE8), SE27), SE26 )
, SE20), SE15), SE28), SE20), SE19)
, SE24), SE17), SE12), SE12), SE12), SE25)
(4.5)
D(D(D(D(D(D(D( C (E(E(E(E(C(C(E(O
(X,SE17), SE21), SE8), SE27), SE6 )
, SE20), SE15), SE28), SE20), SE19)
, SE24), SE17), SE12), SE12), SE12), SE25)
(4.6)
If we change the SE26 in the Eq. 4.5 to SE6 , it will also affect the result as illustrated
in Figure 4.7.d
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(a) (b) (c) (d)
Figure 4.7: Results of verification tests
(a). Input image, (b). Result of applying the optimal Morphology chain to input image
for localization of the triangle (c). Result of applying modified morphology chain
replacing opening operation with closing. (d) Result of applying modified morphology
chain with changing SE26 to SE6.
4.2.5 Results analysis
Our analysis remarks are summarized as follows:
1. The suggested method can locate the translated circle, translated triangle, but some-
times cannot locate the translated rectangle.
2. The suggested method is invariant to upscaling for target objects.
3. The suggested method does not have ability to extract downscaled target objects.
4. The results indicated that the method is able to locate circle which not only is
translated but also it is size is upscaled.
5. The results indicate that the method is partially invariant to locate a 90 ◦ rotated
triangle. However it is not able to localize a 90 ◦ rotated rectangle.
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This chapter introduces the third proposed method which optimizes not only the math-
ematical morphology chain but also optimizes structuring elements in term of their size
and shapes. This chapter starts with a brief survey on works which have used GP. Then,
in the Section 5.1, the proposed algorithm is explained. Followed by Section 5.2 in which
the suggested algorithm is applied to two case studies: synthesis images to locate an object
and music note images to extract the music symbols. Finally, this chapter concludes with
verification test and result analysis.
The result of mathematical morphology relies on morphology chain and the shape struc-
ture elements. In the last proposed method, the optimal morphology chain is calculated by
applying GP and utilizing the 27 regular structuring elements. However, as discussed in the
subsection 4.2.5, the last proposed method has low performance in terms of locating target
image. For example, the method is not able to locate rotated rectangular and the trans-
lated rectangle as shown in Table 4.2. The method also is unable to locate the translated
rectangle. These low performances are due to using none optimized structuring elements.
Therefore, an innovative method is proposed here, which optimizes the morphology chain
and structuring elements simultaneously.
According to my best knowledge, there are just a few papers which have been published
to optimize numerical variables and expression simultaneously. Howard [14] proposed a
method called GP-A which hybridizes genetic programming and genetic algorithm to op-
timize an expression which has numerical variables and symbols. The GP optimizes the
expression; while the GA optimizes the coefficients of the equation. The population of
GA-P contains strings for coefficients and trees structure for expression. The mutation
and crossover operations are applied to the expressions and coefficients concurrently.
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In [8], Fujishima and Nagoa proposed Genetic Matrix Algorithm (GMA) for simulta-
neously optimizing the structure and numerical parameters in the GP trees. The structure
and numerical parameters are combined in the genotype level. To accomplish this, they em-
ployed two techniques. First, interpreting numerical values into structure; then, translating
structure into numerical elements. The method is employed to extract the boundaries of
cells and is compared with result of the ACITT method. Fujishima and Nagoa concluded
that complexity of constructed expression obtained by GMA is simpler than ACITT’s.
To achieve a fitness-specified tasks in robot design, Lee et al. [22] proposed a hybrid
GP-GA. The GP-GA obtains optimum values for controllers and optimum expression for
movements of the robot’s body. Its individuals composite of two parts, a controller and
robot body. The body has tree structures, while the controller is defined as string of a real
number. The GP obtains the optimum structure and at the same time, the GA evolves of
strings to find the appropriate floating number.
In this thesis, for the first time, the DE and GP are hybridized to optimize a mathemat-
ical morphology chain, including MM operations and corresponding structuring elements.
5.1 Object localization using GP-DE and Mathemat-
ical Morphology chain
To locate the object in an image, I proposed a method which not only finds an optimal
mathematical morphology expression but also finds corresponding optimum structuring
elements. The advantage of the current method compared to the previous method is that
the results are more robust to rotation, scaling, translation, and noise. The method is
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more powerful, because instead of utilizing predefined SE.s, it also optimizes SE.s. Genetic
programming optimizes the expression and differential evaluational evolves the structuring
elements. The following paragraph discuss procedure in details.
1. Setting GP parameters
In the first step, the appropriate parameters are set. In this algorithm, input image
is set as terminal set, and mathematical morphological operations are as functions
set. The values of parameters will be given in Section 5.2.
2. Applying DE on each tree in GP population individual
When the mathematical morphology chain is passed to the DE, the structuring ele-
ments (SE.s) will be optimized. In DE, each structuring element has three variables:
the value of SE in decimal, the number of rows and columns. Therefore in each
generation, we have 3× number of SE.s numerical variables. After generating initial
population, the fitness value of each individual is obtained, based on defined objec-
tive function, which measures similarity of the generated image to the gold image,
as mentioned before.
To obtain the binary matrix for each SE in the population, the value of each SE,
which is an integer number, is converted to a binary vector. Then, this binary vector
converted to a gray code as shown in Figure 5.2 indicates.
Then, the DE algorithm is applied (with its specific mutation, crossover, and selection
operations). The steps continue until the structuring elements are optimized for each
tree in the GP population. After the stopping condition is reached, the obtained
structuring elements and the best fitness value are stored. This procedure is repeated

























Figure 5.1: Hybridization of DE and GP (nested GP-DE)
SC: Stopping condition
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Random number =443
number of row = 4
Number of bits = 12
Binary Conversion:
Gray code conversion:
0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1





Binary matrix as an SE to utilize:
number of column =3
dimension of matrix =3× 4
Figure 5.2: An example of conversion of a decimal number SE to a matrix
to all individual trees in GP population in each generation.
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3. Applying GP operations
GP operations are applied on selected individual(s). GP-DE utilizes tree-based
crossover operations; however, since the parents’ external nodes contain the value
of structuring elements, during crossover, those values are also exchanged as Figure
5.3 indicates the procedure.
5.2 Results of Object Localization by Hybrid GP-
DE
5.2.1 Parameter settings and Fitness function
The parameters for the third proposed for GP and DE method are tabulated in
Tables 5.1 and 5.2, respectively. The stopping criteria is set to the maximum number
of generations.
Table 5.1: GP parameters for third proposed method
parameters Values
Maximum number of generations 25
Population size 5
Functions set O,C,D,E
Terminal set Input image
Initial method Grow method
Maximum depth size of tree 20
























































Figure 5.3: Crossover operation in GP-DE
xi: i
th SE, r: number of rows of ith SE, c: number of column of ith SE.
In Table 5.1, the mathematical morphology operations, which are opening, closing,
dilation, erosion, are selected as the functions set. In Table 5.1 since algorithm
optimizes the number of rows and columns of each SE, the number of dimension is
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set to 3× number of SE.
Table 5.2: DE parameters in the third proposed method
Maximum function calls 106
Problem dimension 3∗ number of SE
Population size 5 ∗Dimension
Crossover rate (Cr) 0.2
Mutation Factor (F ) 1
Range of random numbers generated for SE.s [1, 1049]
We have used an objective function to measure the similarity of generated image by
each individual with the gold image. So, let calculate the fitness value as follows










|RI,i,j ∩RI,i,j|+ w3Fn, (5.1)
where the first term of the above equation calculates the number of pixels that are
correctly detected as background, while the second term, obtains the number of pixels
that are correctly found as region of interest, and the last term of equation is for false
detection. The w1, w2, and w3 are utilized in this equation to control effect of the
each part in detection process. In this experiment, the value w1, w2, and w3 are set
to 1, 10, -3000, respectively. Where in Eq. 5.1, the proposed method is applied into
different images, namely, synthesis and music note images.
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5.2.2 Running training phase on synthesis images
The proposed method has been tested by two case studies. The first case study is
about localizing an object in a set of synthesis images and the second one is about
extracting music symbols (such as vertical line, note heads, beams, and staff) in
music note images.
Localization of an object, in the first case study, has been accomplished by applying
GP-DE on the binary input and corresponding gold image, as shown in Figure 5.4.
To locate each object in the image, we should run the proposed algorithm for the
specific object. As result, we need to run GP-DE three times to find three optimum
mathematical morphology chains as follows.
(a) (b) (c) (d)
Figure 5.4: Input and corresponding gold images for locating an object by using GP-DE.
(a). Input image, (b). Gold image for locating the triangle, (c). Gold image for locating
the triangle, (d). Gold image for locating the rectangle
The following optimum mathematical morphology chain is generated for locating a
triangle is:
C(E(E(E(E(D(D(D(X,X1), X2), X3), X4), X5), X6), X7), X8), (5.2)
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where Xi = {1, 2, ...8} are the structuring elements whose values are illustrated in
the Figure 5.2.2. As seen, they are different in shapes and sizes.
X1 X2 X3 X4
X5 X6 X7 X7
Figure 5.5: Generated optimal structuring elements for localizing a triangle using GP-DE
algorithm, they are belonging to Eq. 5.2
The optimum mathematical morphology generated chain by GP-DE to locate a rect-
angle is as follow:
E(O(D(D(D(D(E(X,X1), X2), X3), X4), X5), X6), X7), (5.3)
where Xi = {1, 2, ...7} are the structuring elements whose shapes are given in Figure
5.2.2.
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X1 X2 X3
X4 X5 X6 X7
Figure 5.6: Generated optimal structuring elements for localizing a rectangle using GP-DE
algorithm, they are belonging to Eq. 5.3
The optimum mathematical morphology chian generated by GP-DE to locate a circle
is as follow:
O(C(D(O(D(O(O(D(X,X1), X2), X3), X4), X5), X6), X7), X8), (5.4)
where Xi = {1, 2, ..., 8} are the structuring elements given in Figure 5.7.





Figure 5.7: Generated optimal structuring elements for localizing a circle using GP-DE
algorithm, they are belonging to Eq. 5.4
The resulted images for extracting head notes, vertical lines, and staffs are shown in
Figure 5.2.2.
(a) (b) (c) (d)
Figure 5.8: Training results of GP-DE to locate different objects
(a). Input image, (b). Triangle, (c). Rectangle, (d). Circle
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Figure 5.9: Performance plots of training GP-DE on synthesis images
Top-to-bottom: performance graph for triangle, rectangle, and circle.
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Figure 5.9 illustrates the performances plot for triangle, rectangle, and circle. The
performance plots for localizing rectangle and circle indicates that the GP-DE finds
the optimal morphology chain in the first population of GP. This proofs that DE,
which is applied to each individual, plays more significant contribution to find optimal
SE.s in the first population of GP.
5.2.3 Running testing phase on synthesis images
A testing set has been developed to examine the robustness of the proposed method
to locate objects. In this phase, in order to locate triangle, rectangle, and circle; val-
idation sets have been developed separately and the generated optimum MM chains
given in equations 5.2, 5.3, and 5.4 have been applied to this three sets.
In the first validation set, with 9 images, the triangle was localized correctly in 8 cases.
In the second validation set, with 7 images, the rectangle was localized correctly in
all cases. In the third case, with 4 images, the circle was localized correctly in all
cases.
The performance of object localization has been investigated with 18 images on
rotation, translation, scaling objects and also tested on combinations of them, as
shown in the Table 4.2.
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Table 5.3: Results of testing GP-DE on synthesis images
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5.2.4 Training phase on music note images
The third proposed method has been applied to music note images to extract music
symbols. In the current experiments, the goal is extracting the vertical lines, head
notes, and staffs, as illustrated in figure 5.10.
(a) (b) (c) (d)
Figure 5.10: Training sets for GP-DE to extract music symbols
(a). Input image, Gold image for extracting: (b). staffs. (c). Head notes (d). vertical
lines.
The optimum mathematical morphology chain generated by GP-DE to extract head
note is as follow:
C(C(C(X,X1), X2), X3), (5.5)
where Xi = {1, 2, 3} are the structuring elements are shown in the Figure 5.2.4.
X2X1 X3
Figure 5.11: Generated optimal structuring elements for localizing head notes using GP-DE
algorithm, belonging to Eq. 5.5
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The optimum mathematical morphology chain generated by GP-DE to extract ver-
tical lines is as follow:
D(D(E(E(D(D(C(E(D(E(D
(X,X1), X2), X3), X4), X5), X6)
, X7), X8), X9), X10), X11),
(5.6)
where Xi = {1, 2, ..., 11} are the structuring elements are illustrated in Figure 5.12
X2X1 X3 X4 X5 X6 X7
X9 X10 X11X8
Figure 5.12: Generated structuring elements for localizing vertical lines using GP-DE
algorithm, belonging to Eq. 5.6
The optimum mathematical morphology chain generated by GP-DE to extract the
staffs is as follow:
D(D(D(D(D(X,X1), X2), X3), X4), X5), (5.7)
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where Xi = {1, 2, ..., 5} are the structuring elements illustrated in Figure 5.13.
X2X1 X3 X4 X5
Figure 5.13: Generated structuring elements for localizing staffs using GP-DE algorithm,
belonging to Eq. 5.7
(a) (b) (c) (d)
Figure 5.14: Training results of GP-DE to locate objects
(a).Inpit image, (b). Head notes, (c). Staffs, (d). Vertical lines
Figure 5.14 illustrates the outputs of training phase on music note image. The
outputs indicates that head notes, staffs, and vertical lines are extracted correctly.
Figure 5.15 illustrates the performance plot for extracting music note symbols.
5.2.5 Testing phase on music note images
In this phase, we have applied the obtained optimum MM chain to a sample music
image. The results are shown in Figure 5.16.
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Figure 5.15: Training performance graphs of training for music note symbols localization
Top-to-bottom: staffs, head notes, and the vertical lines
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 5.16: Testing results of GP-DE to locate music symbols, namely, head notes, staffs,
and vertical lines.
(a). Sample test, result of extracting: (b). Head notes, (c). Staff, (d). Vertical lines.
5.2.6 The effect of changing gold image
If we change the input image and corresponding gold image to a better (inclusiveness
of all possible objects in test images) one and re-train our algorithm with the new
sample set, the result would be improved. For example, for extracting head notes,
if the input image contains more details (the objects which can be appeared in the
test set) such as, cross lines, then the result of testing phase would be much better
than the last experiment’s. The Figure 5.17 illustrates this effect; the reason is that,
during training, GP-DE based on new input image and new corresponding gold image
eliminates the unnecessary patterns which might be repeated in test sample images.
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So, the trained morphology chain has ability to avoid false detection in tested sample
images, unlike the previous case.
(a) (b) (c) (d)
(e) (f) (g) (h)
Figure 5.17: The effect of selected input image on the result of GP-DE to locate head notes
(a). Previous input image, (b). Corresponding gold image of (a), (c). Tested image, (d).
Result of applying the obtained optimum chain to (c), (e). New input image, (f).
Corresponding gold image of (f), (g). Tested image, (h). Result of applying the obtained
optimum chain to (c).
5.2.7 A sample verification test
If we change one of MM operations or structuring elements, the result would get
worse. For example, if we replace the fifth dilation operation with an erosion opera-
tion in the below equation, which is for extracting vertical lines, it will degrade the
result as illustrated in Figure 5.18.a.
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D(D(E(E(D(D(C(E(D(E(D
(X,X1), X2), X3), X4), X5), X6)
, X7), X8), X9), X10), X11).
(5.8)
If we switch the structuring element X1 in the above equation to X2, it will also effect
the result as illustrated in figure 5.18.b
(a) (b)
Figure 5.18: Result of verification tests for third proposed method
(a). The result of changing one of the operation, (b). The result of exchanging SE.s
5.3 Result analysis
The results for proposed method has the following interesting features:
(a) The third proposed method can localize all target objects in the synthesis im-
ages.
(b) The suggested method is invariant to upscaling, rotation, and translation for
all objects, unlike the previous method which was partially invariant to rotate
objects.
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(c) The suggested method is able to extract almost completely all music symbols
in music notes.
(d) The test results are dependent on suitability of the selected training set. Train-
ing is conducted based on one input image and its corresponding gold image,
so, they should be selected properly.
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In the first part of this thesis, a robust image enhancement algorithm is proposed
which utilizes genetic programming (GP) as a machine learning technique. GP is employed
to obtain an optimum transformation function that has ability to enhance an image for
thresholding; GP works based on a sample gold image which is provided by an expert.
The magnificent feature of this method is that it does not require a priori knowledge or
large training test to learn from. The performance of this approach has been examined on
a comprehensive test set with 147 X-ray lung images. The obtained results are promising
compared to results of a conventional thresholding method, Otsu, which does not utilize
any image transformation function.
In the second part of the thesis, another method is proposed which localizes the object of
interest on a image by generating an optimal mathematical morphology chain. Morphology
operations use 27 predefined regular structuring elements. Then, in the testing phase, the
obtained optimal chain has been applied on untested sample images. The results has
indicated that, the proposed method is partially invariant to rotation.
In the third part of the thesis, a hybrid GP-DE algorithm has been proposed to optimize
simultaneously the morphology expression and structuring elements. By this way, the
optimization algorithm has more flexibility to come up with a better solution. Because,
the chain optimization includes the SE.s optimization as well. The suggested method in
this chapter is applied to the following two case studies: synthesis images and Music note
images. The results indicate that the algorithm is able to localize objects properly in
synthesis images and also is able to extract music note symbols in music note images. The
corresponding results confirm that the algorithm has capability of extracting those objects
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which their size has been increased, unlike the second proposed method, and also, it has
ability to extract correctly all music symbols in the note images.
For all three proposed methods, experimental verifications have been conducted, which
are experimental indicators for sub-optimality. Moreover obtaining results are beyond the
ability of an expert human to design the optimal transformation function or morphological
chain.
6.2 Future work
Extending proposed methods to enhance other image processing techniques set such
as image filtering and image segmentation. Extending binary images to gray scale images
by considering morphological operations which are utilizing gray level SE.s with more
comprehensive MM operations set, are the directions for future works.
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